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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COMMUNICATOR ATTITUDES
AND COMMUNICATION BEHAVIOR: INITIAL EVIDENCE
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111e relationship between attitudes and behavior Has long .been of

interest to cOmplhicatian researchers. 'Alile it is generally agreed thatr . .

the relationship betwei,the two is not always a ,direct ,one, there has .

.,. \

'disagrees
''''' o

.

been considerable nt as to what variables Intervene in the

attitude - behavior link (c.f.ISteinfatt Infante, 1976; Seibold-1:1975;

MCFhZei 1975; Fairhurst, 1981).

One attitude which has cam to interest communicatian researchers in

recent years has been the attitude toward Clommunication itself. An early

attempt at describing one form this attitude might take was madeby Hart

and Burks.(1972) in their article on "rhetorical sensitivity." Companeots

of-the rhetorically sensitive attitude IA described in five ways: (1)
,

acceptance of personal comDlexity, (2) 'avoidance pf comnmnicative rigidity,

(3) interaction consciousness, (4) appreciation of the communicability of

ideas, and (5) tolerance for inventiona!Vseardhing (Hart and Burks, 1972,
,

76 ff). later writing by Darnell ankaockreide (1976) identified two

other archetypal attitudes, the "noble self" and the "rhetorical reflector."

The attitude of the noble self was characterized as holding primary in

any communication the self and, its needs, while the attitude of the

0
rhetorical reflector was that the other's perceived needs were vast

,

iMportant in conzatinicaticri.

Hart, Carlson and Eadie (1980) constructed a scale to measure relative

identification with "each of the three attitudinal types. 1,hile these

'Ar°
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reported on a nutter of studies which were conducted for purposes Of

validating the scale, only two' of these studies involved comparisons

with behavior. In the first study, basic cOmmunicatian course instructors

were'asked to assess the degree or rhetorical sensitivity being displayed

by their students. Students tho scored high an the rhetorical sensitivity

scale were rated as being more rhetorically sensitive by their instructors,

than were students wilt*, scored low cn the scale. In the second .study,

k. sorority women successfully distinguished bEltween friends who scored high

on the noble self scale and friends who scored high cn the rhetorical

reflector stale from descriptions \of the behivior. associated with each

position (aIrt, Carlson and vhdie, 1980, 10. Ulile these studies were

useful in establishing-PLictive validity for the RHETSEN instrtmEnt, they

did not reveal,muth aboUt specific behavioral carrejeettes of the attitudes

tapped by that instrument.

Other studies h6e served more to. clarify the construct of communicator

`attitudes than to link those attitudes with behavior. Craig, Johnson: and

Miler .6977} found that yhetorically sensitive attitudes were related .to

social attractiveness, while Fitzpatrick's (1976) disyrtation discovered

that.rhetorically sensitive attitudes were more likely to be found among

"traditional" couples than among "independent"' partners. Both of these

studies were hampered* the use of an earlier, version of the 11TETSEll

scale, which was designed only to distinguish rhetorical sensitive's from

noble selves. N

rrIlarOstudies indicated.phat environmental. forces might have4ariimpact

on con unicator attitudes. Shaman (1980) foetid that stUdents Who were 4*

t,

exposed to a basic cormunication course which emphasized `'audience 'analysis"
' 7
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were likly to Identify more strongly with the rhetorically 'sensitive

-attitude than they wero before taking the class. :fx:Callister (1980) found

that her planS to stu relationships between psychological sex,4roles and

communicator attitudes among a group, of seniors majoring irirmnIgemerit

were diirupted when most of the students turned out to identify with the

"noble self" attitude.,

Two other studies supported the theoretical underpinnings of the

'rhetOricallyesensitive attitude. Kelly (1931) Found that rhetorical

sensitives were most-likely to favor "secondary"or "more creative" means

of accounting for untoward behavior. And, Bostrom's (1981) nrultidimensional

analysis of a nUMber of communication measures found that the rhetorical

sensitive attitude was associatedwith-both ratings of skill In,speaking

and estimate of overall comminicatiartability.

Finally, two studies att&pptedto examine directly the communicator

attitude-communication behavior li. . Gilchrist, Browning and Bowers

(1980) measured communicator attitudes o; participants in a negotiation

training workshop: They then categorized the negotiating .behaviors of

these indiVidusls..Relating the attitudes :with the behaviors indicated.
,

that noble selves were more likely to:ask questions and were less likely

to act cooperatively, while rhetorical reflectors were more likely to

Make proposals and to act courtiously. Cal-ism and Erilhart (1980) also ,

Provided Some support forian attitude-behavior link,' at least fOrOble
/

4

selves and-rhetorical reflettors. Their research indicated a significant *.

ro positive re4tionship between identification with the noble self attitude

and ratings of assertiveness and a significant negative relationship

'between identification with the rhetorical reflector attitude and the
)
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assertiveness ratings. More interesting, however, was the finding that

those who att4.tudinal identification and assertiveness ratings did hot*

fit the expected pattern were highly likely to havd developed essential

hypertension: This finding seem to indicate that while individrAls may

beYiave Counter to their attitudes for long periods of time, they are

likely:to pay a physical price for,sudh deviation.
fN In sumnaryl. to date investigations of communicator attitudes have

found only weak links to communication behavior. A more comprehensive

inVestigaticn of that linkage would appear to be warranted.- ("

A convenient point at which to begin such an'investigation would be

..-to compare communicator attitudes with estimates 4f corm ;Tunicator style.

O.&

As conceived by Norton (1978) communicator styia is, "the wv'one verbally

.

and paraverbnily intbracts to signal haw liteiai meaning should be taken,'
. 46

interpreted, filtered, or undrstood" (1978, 99). Norton (1978) calstructed

a measure of nine diFensions of communicator style. The dimensions

(and a_sample item from the-measure for each dimension) were:.(1). daminant..,

( "In, most social situations I tend tb corm On strong"), 42) dramatic ("Often

I physically. and vocallac out what I want to'ommunicate"), (3)

caltentious ("I em very argumentative") , (4) animated ("People-generprly

_ kod my emo l. state even if I do not say,avthine), 5) impression

leaving'("I eave people -with an'impressbh of me -which they tend to

rmember"), .(6) relaxed ("As a rule, f.am very calm and,collkted ,,ihen I

tear), (7) attentive ("L.:really like to listen very carefully to peoplel
1

. .

18) open ("T readily reveal personal, things#about myself") and (9) .-

61endly ("Most,of the tine t tend to. be lietencoviaging to people") .

As a result of extensive analysis, Nortcn,argued that his.instrumen

S.
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represented a reasonably reliable and valid measure of the scope of

ccr;zcunicator style.

` Norton's research has been critized primarily on t'..to grounds: (1)

101

that measuring self-reports of con nicator style, may not correspond to

the style perceived by others *pher, 1980; Talley_and Richmond, 1930),

and (2) that the dir...msions of the communicator style,neasure are inter-.

correlated and are therefore of liniied value in their use with other

measures (Taliey'andBichmand, 1980; Scott and Nussbaum, 1981). Norton,

(1980) has yespcnded to the first arguTent by specifying criteria for ,

NI

"good" self-report data and by cdhtendtng that his measure'neets those

Criteria: Ttie criteria were (1) a trusting relationship is established

with the respandents;1(2) a clear, operational definition of the construct

is articulated; (3) a Check is made to see whether the self-reportquestims

are relevant or Meaning z7.. to the phenomenon at hand; (4) the responses

are voluntary, anonymous, and are guaranteed. to be strictly confidential;

and (5) a wide range of variance is'obtained (Norton, 19$0, 95). Tabugh
t.

Norton's original (1978) research fouild that his nine-limem-ims might be

reduced to either two or three, to date he has not responded-in print to +
t

the' second criticism.

In short, this.line of research investigates; -the general hypothesis

that communicator attitudes and communication behavior are related. .

Following the suggestions of Glaser and Strauss (197),.the plan of this

research program is to collect data. on this relationship in various ways
;

and to cross - compare the, different findings for,commanalities. Thepresent

paper reports an the first study-in this series, a comparison Of self-
.

A
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report measures of communicator attitudes and,cammunicator style.

iD
a SubJects,- Subjects were 122 students enrolled in a variety of speech

cannualcation,courses at a metropolitan university in the western United

States,' subjects volunteered to participate iWthe study during class

time: (

Procedures - The FBETSEN scale (Hart, Carlson and Eadie, 1980) and
s.

the Comramicator Style Measure'(Nortan, 1978) were -administered to subjeCts.

The measures were completed andnymdusly,, though subjects were able to

create their awn identification numbers so that feedback about the yesults

could be distributed at a later tire. Virtually all subjects took advantage

:of this opportunity. At no time was. the researcher aware of the identity

of the subject associatedvith any response, however.

RESULTS'

Index construction - The RIETSEN scale is'constructed so that many

of the sai items are scored in different manners to indicate the degree

of identification ,;rith ea.C4 of the three 'attitude' types. This method of

scoring confoundsee raw scores, 'and Hart, CarlSqpand Eadie (1980)

recommended partial correlation zes a teens of overcqping this difficulty.

An alternative' method of dealingwith the problem was enploYed in this"

study( la method involved the constructicrCofindicies toreadh'of the
4

three attitude types by rempving the effects of the other two attitudO.

To construct these indticies, raw scores an the rhetorical sensitive

qRS), noble self (NS), and rhetorical reflector (RR) scales were,tans-
,
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formed into standard scores by using the norm means and standard de-
%

viaticns reported by Hart, Carlson and Eadie (1980); To obtain ank

adjusted score for each. subject on each scale, the sum .of the standard

spores for the other two sc4ps were subtracted from the standard score

of the scale in question.

#eThis prodture allows the relative identification with each of the

three attitude types to be quantified. To illustrate, let us compare

, two simple examples. Suppose that an individual scored one standard

deviation above the Mean on the.RS scale and one standard deviation below .

the mean on each of the NS and HR scales. Our standard scores would.then

be 1 for the RS scale and--1 for each of the other two. The adjusted

score would be obtained by subtracting -2 from 1, which would give us an

adjusted score of 3. Let,us suppose, however, taat.the subject's score

an the RS' scale was -1, that it was 1 8a the NS Scale, and that it was

-1 on the RR scale. The adjusted score an the RS scale In this case

would be'-1. This manner of adjusting creates an index which favors

identification willth,the scale in question, while penalizing .for concurrent

identification with either of the other two scales. Table 1 presents

descriptive statistics associated with the three indicies for the present

A

sample...

Table .1 about here

Data analysis - The three-adjusted attitudinal in es Were entered

intoiseparate regression equations with the scores forte nine style

Variables. A simple mul iveriate regression was selected for use in this

t

-4
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'analysis because such an analysis can:adjust for correlations amqng

deperident variables. Since the analysis is, the multivariate case of a

simple regression, the presumption can be made the the results would be

the -'same no matter which variable was dependent and Whidh, independent.

This consideration is an importantone because there is as yet no evidence

to indicate either the presence or the direction of causality in this

relationship. The SPSS MANOVA prograrioms used for the analysis, and an

alpha level of .05 was established for all tests.

Two df the three regressions produced significant results. The RS

scale yielded a canonical correlation of .42 and a Wiik's lambda of .821

(approximate F = 2.71; d.f. = 91 112; P-4- .007)'. The NS scale yielded a

canonital correlation of.46 and a Willes iorbda of e88 (approximate

F= 3.34; d.f. = 9, 112; p = .001). The RR ,scale's results were not

significant, houever. The canonical correlation was .25, and the Nilkis

lambda was .936 (approxiMate F = .855; d.f. = 9, 112_ p = .568).

60'

Table 2 about here

Table 2 presents standardized and unstandardized regression coefficients

and their associated tests of significance for the RS and NS scales. As

is indicated in-the table, identification with the RS attitudinal pbsition

was associated negatively wh the' animated, relaxed, and impression

o

leaving style 'variables. On the other hand, identification with the NS

position was associated positively with the aramatic', impression leaving,

and attentive style variabPS.

. 1 0
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DISCUSSION 414

This study ettempted.to provide initial evidence for specifying-the

relationship betWeen cOmmunicator attitudes and cOmmunicator stYle.- In

examining -the relationships between'the RS., NS, and RR ccpponents of the

REETSEN measure and ,the nihe components of the Communicator Style Measure,

it ,was found that persons who scored highcnthe TS scale tended to see

, 4

themselves
..i

lessbeing S animated, relaxed, and impression leaving than
- f

. /

others. Persons who scored high on ,the NS scale; on the other hands, tended

to see themselves as being more:dramatic, impression leaving, and attentive.

The results of. the analysis for the NS'scale contain ony-one surprise.

It is easy-to see how one whose attitude is concerned piimarily.with

care of the self's needs in interaction might tend to Characteriie

her/his communication. behavior as being (frenetic and impression-lea4ing.

r--
One 41o)anjoys being the center of compalicative attention migrit find it'

4

-easy to develop skills in making one's content vivid (e.g., jokes,

anecdotes, stories). It is also easy,to see how such a person could

perceive that this sort of communication behavior could leave a definite

impression on people. The surprise,, however, is that noble selves perceived

themselves as being attent#e as a general style. Since the attentive'

items in the Communicator Stile Measure dealt almost exclusively with

listening'behavicc, one woulOot expect a noble self to be particularly

concerned with-such-an other7Oriented activity. Yet, the attentive

behavior could result from eo-oncern for how self's heeds were being met

in the interaction. If the*oble-self were not attentive then the other

might lose interest before the noble self's objeotiVes co d be-met. As

. V

.11
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Norton and Pettegrew (1979) pointed. out, while attentivE&ss a quality

ofeMpatvi one, need not be enpatnic in order to be attentive.-

Anthe surface, the results for the RS scale are befuddling. Frain

previous witing, one would expect to find that rhetorical sensitivity

would be positiyely associated with style factors which are thottht to .

be narks of effective communication. Since both "relaxed" and "animated"

tend to be poptive-conunicator Characteristics, it is sore than a little,

unsettling to find rhetorical sensitives respending in tAe negative

,

direction on those two qualities. Yet, these results may reflect more the

perceptions of how communication is generally for them than

how At is in any given situation. Hart and Burks (1972), for example,

used the word "strain" to refer to the kind of adaptation ih-which a

. rhetorically sensitive .Person.igjlikely to engage. 'If the process .of

communicating is generally perceived as being demanding, rather than easy,

then the rhetoi.ically itive peson may experience communication as
9

.being a less relaxing activity than do-thosewho do not identify with that

attitude. Likewise, if the rhetorically sensitive.person perceives

communication-generally as` requiring%tentative, thweitful behavior, than

that person Tray not respond to items such as, "I tend to constantly gesture

When I commin.icatel". in as positive a .manner3as would others.
a

- Impression leaving, the thitd negatiVely associated style lilrsiant

is open to question as to its admirability as a communication cpin11 ty.

amtere in'the items whichmeasure thisdiEnnsion is there any mention of

whether the impression, le is,considered to be a positive or.a negative

ones,' The noble self undoubtedly interpreted the leaving of an impression

99-
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as being a positive quality, but the rhetorically sensitive person may

have felt that attempting to leave an impression is a mark of "trying too

hard" in commicating. .PerhaPs the rhetorically sensitive person feels

that it is better for others to have a vague memory of past conversations

than to run the risk that the .impression left will, be a negative one.

.0nefinding that is not surprising in retrospect is that the rhetorical

,refelctor attitude was not associated with any general style of communication.

If,'as Darnell and Brodcreide (1976) noted, the rhetorical reflector-is

selfless, then that individual may be unaware of any general stylistic

qmlities that. may have been developed. Lack of findings in this area does

not mean that a general stylemay not exist; rather, it indicates:instead -

.that such a style may be perceivable only to observers.

It must be emphasized that these results should be viewed only as
11.

preliminary anchor points against which results from other methods of

data collection may be compared. It may turn out, for exal-iple, that

perceptions of. general, cormunication style are not very important in

predicting how a person identifying with one of, the communicator attitudes

will actually behave in a given situation. If the situation is perceived

to be one of high normative power (Jackson, 1975), then tormunication

behavior c6u1d be highly predictable, no matter that the individual's

attitude toward comunication might be. If, on the other hand, the

situation is perceived be one of high rhetorical force (Eadie, 1981a,

:1981b), then attitudinal orientations might be.a necessary component of the

rhetorical invention that is called for in such a situation.

The implications of this discussion are that (1) studies of others'

10"
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perceptionS of an individual's communication style must be compared to .

that individual's communicator attitude for cross-reference purposes, and

that (2) judgEnts of an individual's style within specific situation;

must be compared to that individual's commt.mdcator attitudes. Studied of

this nature are currently in prOgress.' Until they are completed, the

results of the present research should be regarded only as preliminary

evidence about the nature of ,..hat is 'likely to be a comRlicated

relationship.
\\/4
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ADJUSTED SCORE , MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

Rhetorical sensitivity 0.167 2.588

Noble self 0.083 2.221

Rhetorical reflector -0.016 1.691

MINIMUM MAAIDII4.......

-8.007 6.060 ,,

.4.4 23 7.313,

- 2.739. 5.182

Table 1

10'
Descriptive Statistics for the Adjusted Attitude

C
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Sim I:IO2t BA
RS Scale

T B

NS.
Scale

WI, A

Dorinant -.135 -.090 -0.989 .028 .016 4.180_1'

Dramatic -.168 -.11k -1.259 .417 .243 2.746*

Contentious -.049 -.040 -0.438 -.035' -.025. -0.270

10imated -.290 -.187 -2.083* .170 '.094 1.063

Relaxeck, -.231 -.187 -2.090* .C64- .044 0.485'

Impresion
leaving -.390 -.358 -4.200* .516, .406 44863*

Open .089 .042N 0).164 -.103 -;61-2 :4).460

Attentive -.164 -.138 -1.527 .256 1.185 2.062*

FriendV -.249 -.163 -1.805 .100 X056. 0.618
/-;

*p <.05

Table 2

Regression Coefficients for Style Dimensions
.

an the RS and NS Scales

a a,

**,
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